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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Evening, My name is Dr. Juan Baez and I currently serve in the Department of bilingual multicultural education.  I am excited to be here today providing this committee with an update on our progress thus far. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you all know, our work is directly aligned to our District Five Priorities for success.  The Bilingual Resolution touches all of them. 
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Moving to Bilingualism and Biliteracy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mission of the Department of Bilingual Multicultural Education is to provide equitable access to quality multilingual and multicultural programming in Milwaukee Public Schools to ensure the academic, linguistic and socio-emotional success of our students.Vision:Within a culture of excellence and equity, promoting multiculturalism and multilingualism, students graduate with a strong sense of cultural and linguistic identity, leveraging these assets to navigate college, career and life as global citizens contributing to a more inclusive society.  Research shows that dual language programs bridge the academic and proficiency gaps not only for English Language Learners, but for other “language learners” such as African American and Latino students.  This reality has been evident given the explosion of dual language and immersion programs across the country,  This pushes the narrative that developing students in more than one language/culture (World Language, ESL, First Nation) is a promising strategy for all students. A strategy that must be done well  and invested in. A narrative that bilingualism and biliteracy is an asset all students should have. In addition to meeting the needs of future students, language learning has been shown to greatly enhance student performance across the curriculum. Language learning has been shown to improve a student’s cognitive function, including, but not limited to:Enhanced Problem Solving SkillsImproved Verbal and Spatial AbilitiesImproved Memory Function (long & short-term)Enhanced Creative Thinking CapacityBetter MemoryMore Flexible and Creative ThinkingImproved Attitude Toward the Target Language and CultureThese cognitive benefits of language learning have been shown to enhance student performance producing:Higher standardized test scoresHigher reading achievementExpanded student vocabulary in native language (English)Higher academic performance at the college level  The Bilingual/Bicultural Legislation Act (chapter 115, subchapter VII, Wisconsin laws, 1975, 1987, 1999, 2016) supports and requires bilingual/bicultural education as a viable approach for providing equitable educational opportunities for English Learner students. Accordingly, Milwaukee Public Schools (MPS) has offered bilingual education programming for over 40 years. to hone-in on their practices in this area. Language – January 2019 Count Spanish 5,725 Burmese 613 Hmong 552 Karen Languages 525 Arabic 229 Somali 159 Swahili 108 Malay 84 Core Functions: Serving Bilingual Schools and Immersion Schools- 20 bilingual schools(3 dual language two-way; rest essentially one-way programs) 22 ESL Standalone sites and 5 Immersion schools Preparing students to develop proficiency in more than one language/culture has been proven to be one of the most promising strategies we know of for all students let alone our English learners. All across the country we are learning of the increase in dual language education.   Bilingualism and biliteracy as a skill for all students throughout the district is a narrative we must push. Bilingual and ESL programming: Teaching for Biliteracy and English Language Development The Dual Language Program prepares students to become literate in Spanish and English. MPS utilizes the pedagogical framework from Karen Beeman and Cheryl Urow which promotes the development of one language and the simultaneous acquisition of another language.  This is accomplished through planning and instruction around three key components:Oracy- development of students ability to use, understand and produce language in a variety of genres(in one language first). The Bridge- the instructional moment when students are guided to actively engage in contrastive analysis by visually placing two language side by side to transfer academic content they have learned in one language to the other language and to increase metalinguistic awareness (Beeman and Urow - example-phonology-very and berry; in English known as minimal pairs, because only the initial sounds are different,  B and V. They are phonemes, the basic units of sounds in a language.  In Spanish, however, B and V are not phonemic, they are both pronounced, “b”.  This lack of sound distinction can help explain why two language learners need different approaches to help the distinguish between these two letters and avoid errors when writing “beri” instead of “very” ) Morphology- -cion and –tion; false cognates- attendance and asistencia; nude and nudo – adjective follows the noun – English adjective precedes the nounExtension- takes place in partner language and provides students with meaningful and engaging ways during which they are to use the acquired academic vocabulary to deepen and extend their learning. T4B supports the development of content, literacy and language in English and Spanish enabling students to achieve proficiency in both languages with access to grade level content. ESL:  collaborating with school staffs around implementing the ELD framework. We also provide coaching in the area of co-teaching as more and more schools are attempting to hone-in on their practices in this area. World Language WL Disciplinary Literacy promotes effective communicative strategies through the construction of meaning from a variety of approaches as to merge students’ experiences and skills with the ability to read, write, listen, speak, think critically, and perform in a way that is meaningful within the context of a given field. The World Language Program in MPS is committed to establishing, supporting, and integrating equitable world language learning experiences, K-12. This will prepare student to thrive in a dynamic world through cultural understanding and proficiency in the WL Disciplinary Literacy components in all target languages studied.Seal of Biliteracy Ensure the class of 2021 fulfills the 2 credit World Language graduation requirement - Second language acquisition will prepare students with language skills to compete in an ever changing global economy which in turn will promote a competitive student body with intermediate-advanced level proficiency. Promote, integrate and expand FLEX (Foreign Language Exploratory) 6th - 8th grades - It is the intent of this initiative to foster a culture and structure for learning languages that will transition students into intermediate-advanced level language learners in high school.  Students will partake in blended course work which will include online interactive programming as well as face-to-face lessons with a live teacher.    Establish and develop FLES (Foreign Language in the Elementary School) in K - 5th grades - Curriculum will be created and modified to best meet the needs of our learners with adjustments made to pacing to ensure optimal and sustainable language development and cultural awareness pathways.Derived from the ACTFL World-Readiness StandardsIPNC: Interpersonal Communication-Interact and negotiate meaning among individualsIPVC: Interpretive Communication-Analyze and interpret what is heard, read, or viewedPRSC: Presentational Communication-Written and spoken messages that facilitate          interpretation by audiencesCLKU: Cultural Knowledge & Understanding-Connecting cultural practices and products to           diverse perspectives  IB CriterionCRIA: Criterion A: Comprehending Spoken & Visual TextCRIB: Criterion B: Comprehending Written & Visual TextCRIC: Criterion C: Communicating in Response to Spoken, Written & Visual TextCRID: Criterion D: Using Language in Spoken & Written FormFirst Nations- Serving approximately 900 students, across 11 tribes in the states across 144 of our schools. Classroom academic assistanceTutoringSpecial education supportParent workshops and supportDistrict and community cultural workshopsAssistance with authentic cultural resource materialsAfter-school reading programInformation on resources available to First Nations familiesAssistance to teachers on incorporating culture into the classroomAct 31 training for teachersLanguage revitalization classesCollege Access Program -The First Nations College Access Program can provide students and families with a variety of support services to transition through high school and beyond. If the student identifies as Native American, the services listed below can provide support in every phase of the high school experience. The First Nations College Access Program will use the one-of-a-kind “Expanding the Circle” curriculum designed to assist Native American high school students with the transition to college and beyond through the use of culturally relevant activities.Lau Compliance-At the appointment, the Lau Compliance staff will assess the student's English to determine eligibility for ESL, services that include English as second language (ELS) and bilingual education service. Families will then choose the best school and program for their child. The centers provide the following:Spanish-speaking staff for assistanceHmong-speaking staff for assistanceSchools request guidance for students between the ages of 5 and 20English proficiency assessmentAssistance in signing up for student lunch and student busingInformation on resources for a wide range of servicesServices Non-publics Testing State and Federal Guidelines Professional Development Refugee Impact Grant 
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Overview of Bilingual Resolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview of Bilingual Resolution 
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Expansions – 2019-20 School Year 

Dual Language 
Two-Way

Dual Language 
One-Way

Proximity Learning 

• Kagel
• Beginning in K4
• Begin expansion from 

K-5 to K-8 during 
2026-27 school year

• Riley 
• Third year of 

expansion 

• Hamilton
• Mitchell-One class of 8th

grade  
• ALBA-One class of 4th

grade and 6th grade 
• Doerfler-One class of 7th

grade (Bilingual seats)

• Douglas, Story, 
Morgandale, Parkview, 
Webster(Green Tree)

• World Languages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support existing vacancies at the High school levelServes as a vehicle for world language expansion at K-8 Level
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Dual Language Pathway 
One-Way & Two-Way Dual Language 

Opportunity for Students Guiding Principles for Dual Language 
• Bilingualism/Biliteracy 
• High academic achievement in both 

program languages 
• Sociocultural competence

• Program Structure 
• Curriculum 
• Instruction
• Assessment and Accountability
• Staff Quality and Professional Development
• Family and Community 
• Support and Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support existing vacancies at the High school levelServes as a vehicle for world language expansion at K-8 LevelProgram StructureAdopted pedagogical framework, Teaching for BiliteracyContent & Language Allocation PlanBiliteracy SchedulesBiliteracy Curriculum Mapping Biliteracy Unit FrameworkInstructional ResourcesProgram Implementation and EvaluationPhased Through Prototypes - 2016-17 (5), 2017-18 (7), 2018-19 (7)Series of Differentiated and Onsite Professional DevelopmentData SourcesOracy Innovation Configuration Map (ICM)Star Literacy Assessments (English & Spanish)ACCESSFamily and Community
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Proximity Learning Pathway 
Proximity Learning 

Opportunity for Students Guiding Principles for Schools

• Students will meet “live” on selected days of each week 
to be taught by our online instructor.

• The open days of the week students will be 
participating in interactive online activities monitored by 
the in-class facilitator. These days can also be used to 
request tutoring if extra help is needed.

• Classroom Facilitator 
• Identification of Program Model 
• Proximity Learning Licenses 
• Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Support existing vacancies at the High school levelServes as a vehicle for world language expansion at K-8 Level
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Aug

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec. 

Jan.

Feb.

March

May 

Aug.
Interest Survey
• Identify Schools that are 

interested in expanding 
language opportunities

Learn about 
Pathway
• Introduce pathway to school 

communities 

Finalize Sites
• Identify Expansion Sites
• Finalize budgets
• Bring to the Board 

Planning 
• Finalize implementation plan

Interest Survey
• Identify Schools that are 

interested 

Assessment 
• Needs 
• Capacity 
• Budget 

Planning 
• Program model/language 
• Program needs 
• Communications 

Implementation 
• Execute training 
• Ongoing support for teacher 

and admin

Dual Language & Proximity Learning 
Flowchart 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doreen- High School/RFP 
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Seal of Biliteracy Pathway  

Bilingualism, Biliteracy & Cultural Competence
Opportunity for Students Guiding Principles for Schools

• All students who are on a 2-4 year World Language 
pathway are eligible

• Promotes participation for all students in advanced and 
international baccalaureate classes and exams

• Certifies the attainment of biliteracy skills for employers 
and colleges

• Fluency in more than one language and cross-cultural 
skills can be rewarded with higher salaries and career 
opportunities 

• American Council on Teaching of Foreign Languages 
(ACTFL) Assessment of Performance toward Proficiency 
in Language (AAPPL) Test

• Seal of Biliteracy Coordinator 
• Seal of Biliteracy Advisor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTFL- American Council of the Teaching of Foreign Languages
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JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY

Seal of Biliteracy Flowchart 

Training of Coordinators & Advisors
Administrator Training and Messaging
Student Messaging 

Setting the Stage

Messaging to parents, students and 
community 
Disseminate criteria to students 
Enroll qualified/interested students
Secure Advisor 

Communications 

Support students
Ensure they are on track 
Document student attainment of 
criteria 

Check-In 

Secure testing location
Begin scheduling AAPPL Testing 
Analyze Socio-cultural criteria 
Communicate assessment schedule
Plan recognition ceremony 

Preparation

Finalize Seal of Biliteracy students
Hold celebration as part of 
Graduation

Celebration

6/4/2019

Feb-MarSept-Nov Dec-JanMay-Aug April-May

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Background and Rationale Our communities and our 21st century global economy demand the expertise of socioculturally competent individuals who are also fully bilingual and bicultural. As such, multilingualism at high levels ought to be nurtured within Wisconsin’s students. The Wisconsin Seal of Biliteracy seeks to develop, maintain, and revitalize the attitudes and dispositions regarding high levels of bilingualism and biliteracy; raise awareness of the benefits of biliteracy and biculturalism; and elevate the status of languages other than English. With the establishment of a Wisconsin Seal of Biliteracy, the state publicly demonstrates that it values high levels of bilingualism and biculturalism in its communities and workforce. Work on the Wisconsin Seal of Biliteracy was inspired by the California Seal of Biliteracy developed by Californians Together and is a response to requests made by Wisconsin school districts wanting to recognize the linguistic achievements and sociocultural competencies of their multilingual and emergent bilingual students. Definition of Seal of Biliteracy A seal of biliteracy is an award given by a school or district in recognition of students who have attained proficiency in English and one or more partner languages and have demonstrated high levels of sociocultural competency by high school graduation. Seal of Biliteracy Achievement  proficiency in English and a partner language  competency in the 5Cs* of world language learning  active use and application of English and a partner language in socioculturally competent ways  positive disposition toward lifelong bilingualism and biliteracy The 5Cs of world language learning, as defined by the World Readiness Standards for Learning Languages, are: communication; cultures; connections; comparisons; and, communities. 	
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Thank you.

Keith P. Posley, Ed.D., Superintendent

Presenter: 
Dr. Juan Baez, Director SA, Dept. of Bilingual Multicultural Education 
Ms. Lorena Gueny, Manager, Dept. of Bilingual Multicultural Education
Ms. Doreen Badillo, WL Curriculum Specialist, Dept. of Bilingual Multicultural Education
Ms. Sarah Borges, ESL/Immersion Curriculum Specialist, Dept. of Bilingual Multicultural Education
Ms. Rocio Trejo, Bilingual Curriculum Specialist, Dept. of Bilingual Multicultural Education 
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